TERMSTOP RETICULATION
CHEMICAL RETICULATION SYSTEMS

Fully researched and tested
Made in Australia
Simple Installation
Complies to the AS3660

ABOUT TERMSTOP

EASY INSTALLATION

Termstop is an Australian owned company committed to
manufacturing quality products for the construction
industry. We develop, test and manufacture our products
in Australia using quality local raw materials

Flexible hose means fewer fittings
and quicker installation.
Radial hole pattern means easier hose placement.

OUR CLIENTS

No need for pressure Charging
No need for special high performance pumps
Better soaking action into the soil

LOW PRESSURE CHARGING

We understand that our products have offer to great
value to pest managers, that’s why they are high quality,
easy to use and, with correct maintenance, will keep
working year after year. All Termstop products can be
bought without paying an annual training or license fee.
Refer to the manual.

Termstop Reticulation and Termite Shields
are deemed to satisfy product under AS 3660

RETICULATION

CONVENIENT KITS

Reticulation systems have been used to protect
buildings for many years, however most systems are
difficult to handle and install.
Termstop Reticulation is a precision drilled flexible hose which
delivers a pesticide to create a treated zone around
the buildings. The flexible hose means that installation can
be done quickly and easily with a minimum number of fittings

COMPLIES TO AS3360

Termstop reticulation is
supplied in convenient
80m full hose kits
or 10m handy kits
Termite Shields come in 100mm,
80mm, 50mm, and 40mm.

CUSTOMER VALUE
Termstop Reticulation is ideal for new building
work, it offers all the benefits of a chemical
barrier with the simplicity of replenishing at any
time in the future without destructive trenching.
Termstop Reticulation is also ideal for use in
post construction termite treatments. Simply lay
the reticulation line while the trench is open and
replenish the barrier as part of the ongoing
management of the property.

CONTACT TERMSTOP PTY LTD
EMAIL: kevin@termstop.com.au
MOBILE: 0419 191 340
FAX:
(02) 9829 1522

